STUDY PLAN
Ph.d in history
(Thesis Track)
Plan Number

I.

2014

GENERAL RULES AND CONDITIONS:
1.This Plan conforms to the regulations of the general frame of the
programs of graduate studies.
2. Areas of specialty of admission in this program:
a- M.A. History
b- M.A (Political Science, Economics, Archeology, Sociology)

II.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: None.

III.

THE STUDY PLAN: Studying (54) credit Hours as follows:

1. Obligatory courses (21) Cr0edit Hours:
Course No.
Course Title
2302911
2302912
2302913
2302914
2302915
2302916
2302917

Credit
Prehrs. request
Islamic Economic Thought
3
Islamic Social Thought
3
Islamic Political Thought
3
Philosophy of History
3
External Invasions of Islamic Lands
3
(Medieval)
Modern Western Political (Thought)
3
Modern European Expansion in Arab
3
Lands (1789-1914)

2. Elective courses: Studying (15) Credit Hours as follows:
Course
Course Title
Credit
No.
hrs.
2302918
Modern History of an Islamic Country
3
Islam and West
2302919
3
The Caliphate and the Sultanate
2302920
3
The
Plight
of
the
Muslims
in
al-Andalus
2302921
3
History of Islamic Educational Thought
2302922
3
Orientalism
2302923
3
Modern Islamic Political Thought
2302924
3
Ottoman European Relation
2302925
3
The Arab Peninsula in the Twentieth century
2302926
3
3. Pass the qualifying Exam: (2302998)
4. Dissertation : (18) Credit hours (2302999)
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Prerequest

Course Description
2302911

Economic thought in Islam
This course includes the following topics:
- The Sources .
- Treatment of the opened ( conquered ) countries ; ( the
inhabitants the Land ) .
- Al-Kharaj , the land tax ( Al- Sawad / Al- Sham / AlJazira / Egypt)
- Al-Jizya , the Poll tax .
- Feudalism .
- Ownership of the land .

2302912
Islamic Social thought
study of the development of tribal society and prevalent tribal ideas and
the concepts that Islam fought; Islamic social ideas with example from
the writing of Islamic Thinkers like: Jahiz, Farabi, Mawardi, Miskawaih,
Ibn Tufyl, al-Dulaji , Ibn Khaldon.
2302913
Islamic Political Thought
1- An introduction – History of the Caliphate
2- The beginnings of political thought and its development to the end
of the Umayyad period (al-Suuna , Al- Shia; The Khawarij)
3- Political Thought in The Abbasid Period to the 4 th century. (Ahl alSuuna; Al- Shia; The Khawarij)
The Theory of the Imama with: Ahl al-Sunna; Al-Shia; The Khawarij)
2302914
Philosophy of History
A study of the beginnings of the idea history in the west and its
development, the examination of modern historical writing from the 18th
to mid nineteenth cent.
The study concentrated on the 19th cent, especially Ranke , the theory of
historicism, and the theories of determinism in history, then the Annals
school. The study ends with developments in The methods of writing
history after the middle of the twentieth cent.
2302915
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External invasion of the world of Islam
- Islamic expansion in Europe and its results .
- The Byzantines and the Muslins (Arabs, Seljuks)
- The Crusades : motives and trends:

1) In the East
2) In Spain
- The Islamic response
- Muslims and Turks in central Asia
- The rise of Gengiz Khan and the Mongols invasion
- The expansion of Hulagu .
- The Ilkhanids
- The Mongols adopt Islam.
2302916
Modern Western Political Thought
The Course includes the following topics:
- A summery of the political thought in the European
Middle Ages.
- Political thought in the Renaissance and the Reformation.
- The Natural Law school.
- Political theories on the state and enlightened absolutist
regime.
- Liberalism and its schools.
- The national sovereignty theory.
- The Constituently theory .
- Nationalism: the French and German schools.
- Socialism and socialist thought .
2302917
Modern European Invasion of the Arab Countries (17981914)
This course starts with Napoleon's campaign in Egypt and Syria(17981801), Then it deals with Frances occupation of Algiers (1920) and
Tunisia (1881) British invasion of Eden (1939) and the Gulf region. It
also covers the British Mandate over Egypt and Sudan (1882), and Italy's
occupation of Libya (1911) and the French Mandate over Morocco.
Finally the course discusses the European economic and cultural
penetration of the Arab countries and the missionary institutions on Arab
lands.
2302918
Modern History of An Islamic Country
This course includes the political, economic, social and intellectual
developments in an Arab country as well as its relations with the other
Arab Countries and the rest of the world, in the 20 th Century.
2302919 Islam and the West ( Crusades )
- Syria and the East on the eve of the Crusades
- General conditions and preparation in the west for the 1st Crusade .
- The first Crusade and the formation of the Crusades political entities in
Syria and Jazira .
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- The Muslim response and the role of the zingids .
- The role of the Saladin .
- The later Crusades on the east and Muslims Spain till the 13 th century .

2302920

The Caliphate and the Sultanate
- The institution of the caliphate from m.d-3rd cent to mid5th cent.
- The caliphate and the Seljuk sultanate
- The development of the Sultanate during the Seljuk
period.
- The development of the Sultanates during the Mamluks
period .
- The development to the Sultanate – Caliphate with the
Ottomans and in the Maghrib.

2302921

The Plight of the Muslims in al-Andalus
- Spain Before the coming of Islam .
- History of Spain .
- Civilization of Al-Andalus .
- Treaty of Granada and its results on Muslims, the
Inquisition .
- Islamic presence during the reign of queen Juana, Charles
I , Philip II , Philip III & IV .
- The Muslims of al-Andalus in the Muslims World and the
New World ( Latin America central and Southern
America ).
- The Muslims of spain’s request the Aid of Muslims
World .

2302922
History of Islamic Educational thought
-An introduction of the rise of Islamic educational
institutions and their development (The mosque, the kuttab,
the madras , other institutions)
-The roots of educational thought in the Quran and the Sunna
-Educational thought of the jurists and other thinkers ( the primary
level; The higher level )
- Samples from the writings of Muslim educators: Ibn Sahnun,
Qabisi, Ikhwan assafa ; Ghazali, ibn Jama'a and Ibn khaldun etc.
2302923
Orientalism
- Background
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- Trends in Orientalism and aims .
- Methodologies .

2302924
Modern Islamic Political Thought
This course deals with the modern puritan movements of the 19 th century,
the Wahabis, Sanusis , Mehedis…" and the reform movements of Jamaladin al-afgani, , Abd- al Rhamn al-Kawakibi " Then it discusses modern
sufi movements in the 20th century, and the shite movement.." and other
Islamic movements in India , Pakistan , Turkey and Afghanistan.
2302925
Ottoman European Relation
This Course deals with the beginnings of the Ottoman Sultanate and its
expansion into Europe. It includes the reaction of the various European
powers plus the Ottoman advent into Europe. It follows the European
intervention in the internal affairs of the Ottoman Empire , later, referred
to as the sick man of Europe. It concludes with the break of the First
world War.
2302926
The Arabian Peninsula in the 20th Century
This course starts with the sources of the study of the Arabian Peninsula.
Then it deals with the local Powers in the Peninsula . the wahabi
movement and the Saudi family, the imamate in Yemen, the Bo-Said in
Muscat; the sheriffs in Hijaz, al-Rashid in Hail, and the tribal system in
Kuwait , Bahrin-Qatar…etc.
Then it covers the Ottoman control over the Peninsula and the Gulf Area,
Finally it covers cultural Political and diplomatic life in the Peninsula.
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